
A CRITICAL REVIEW OF KARL MARXS IDEAS

The nineteenth-century philosopher's ideas may help us to understand the The Russian Revolution made the world take
Marx's criticism of.

People no longer believed that ancestry or religion determined their status in life. However, how are those
circumstances to be changed? It treated the difference between the ancient Greek philosophers Democritus and
Epicurus. According to Marx, this is the goal of history and the elements of the superstructure act as tools of
history. The rhetoric of our time, the time of Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump, Brexit, and popular unrest in
Europe, appears to have a Marxist cast. He was, in some respects, a caricature of the German academic which
he had once expected to become : an imperious know-it-all with untamed hair in a misbuttoned frock coat. It
goes entirely to the capitalist as revenue, profit or gain, and the marxists think that this is not fair. Thus the
labour theory of value asserts that the value of a commodity is determined by the quantity of socially
necessary labour time required to produce it. He believed that we are beings who transform the world around
us in order to produce objects for the benefit of all. The prisoners have access to fitness center, weekend break
and the possibility of family visits. Socialist thinkers before Marxâ€”the utopian socialistsâ€”attempted to
discover universal laws and formulae that would lay the basis for the triumph of human reason over the
injustice of class society. Law, politics, the arts, literature, morality and religion are understood by Marx to
make up the superstructure as reflections of the economic base of society. Such a criticism chimes with a
criticism from the previous section; that the historical record may not, in fact, display the tendency to growth
in the productive forces assumed by the theory. Some writers compare Marx with a child, who wants
everything but does not want to pay the price. A common argument against socialism is that it is impossible to
change human nature; people are naturally selfish and greedy and so on. Moreover, human beings will want to
master their specialty to perfection - as Messi does - to get the intellectual satisfaction of fully exploring and
mastering their speciality in order to secure their position in the community and increase their reputation and
ranking within the community. It is not enough to be the masters of our armchairs. All peoples and nations are
thus expected to be split and the pieces after a while probably rearranged in the communist paradise. But this
phenomenon is not confined to the financial sector. However, dr. The only things a worker may have in
common with poor people from remote countries are some abstract ideas that only a minority understands. For
better or worse, human beings do not rise to such heights. The Revolution suffered a process of bureaucratic
degeneration that led to the establishment of Stalinism. Hence, the cost of production of a workman is
restricted, almost entirely, to the means of subsistence that he requires for his maintenance, and for the
propagation of his race. A dwindling minority can count on a pension on which they could comfortably live,
and few have significant savings.


